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Context

Social Media TestDrive (SMTD)

• Targeted at youth (age 9-13)

• Teach digital literacy and citizenship 

knowledge and skills

• Simulated environment that supports

Experiential learning

• 12 modules covering broad topics

• Over 750k users; over 5k active

users per day



Context

Social Media TestDrive – what’s inside?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4r9-moKGa84&t=3s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4r9-moKGa84&t=3s


Theoretical Model

Experiential Learning Cycle

Morris (2019), revised from Kolb’s 1984 model

Interact with the simulated
social media environment

Critically reflect on the
interaction with the posts

Conceptualize social norms
and develop hypothesis

Test different actions
in new context



Research Questions

RQ1. How does SMTD affect learners’ social media literacy?

RQ2. How do learners’ engagement patterns in SMTD affect their social media literacy?



Research Design

Randomized Control Experiment



Knowledge Measure

Chloe is posting some pictures from the school’s dance on 
her social media account. In one photo, her friend Jordan 
is acting pretty crazy. What should Chloe do?

• Post the photos and add Jordan’s name.
√ Ask Jordan for permission before sharing the photo.
• Text the photo to all her friends, but don’t post it online.
• Edit the photo to make Jordan look more silly.
• I don’t know.

Example questions on Privacy: 
Step 1: Exploration of Social Media 

Literacy Concepts

Step 2: Item Development

Step 3: Expert Review and Cognitive 
Pretesting

Step 4: Empirical Scale Validation
Scale available here:
Purington, A., Masur, P. K., Bazarova, N., Zou, E. W., & Whitlock, J. (2022). The youth 
social media literacy scale: Scale development and validation using item response theory. 
International Communication Association Conference 2022.

The Youth Social Media Literacy Scale (Purington et al., 2022)



Results 

RQ1. How does SMTD affect learners’ social media literacy?

(Experimental or Control) *

*



Results 

RQ1. How does SMTD affect learners’ social media literacy?

Effects of Condition on Social Media Literacy Knowledge within each domain

*
*

*
*
*

Pairwise comparisons reveal a significant effect of condition for all domains except the module 

Shaping your Digital Footprint



Results 

RQ2. How do learners’ engagement patterns in SMTD affect their social media literacy?

Time spent in each module

Time spent in each section in a module

Completion rate 
of recommended 
actions



Results 

RQ2. How do learners’ engagement patterns in SMTD affect their social media literacy?

• Longer time spent in 
the module predicts 
better knowledge 
outcome

• Completing more 
recommended actions 
predicts better 
knowledge outcome

• Random actions 
negatively affect 
knowledge outcome
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Context

Social Media TestDrive

• Targeted at youth (age 9-13)
• Teach digital literacy and citizenship 

knowledge and skills
• Simulated environment that supports

Experiential learning

• 12 modules; over 750k users; over

5k active users per day

Challenges:
Large number of users, hard to provide
personalized feedback

Solution:
Using AI to design a conversational agent to
provide personalized and dynamic feedback



Data Source

Pro-social comments

Anti-social/toxic comments

“Dylan your drawing looks awesome!!”

“Just ignore them, Dylan”

“Hey guys don’t be mean to Dylan”

“Hope you bullies get caught by the teacher”

“I like drawing too”

“LoL Dylan is such a Nerdddd….”

“Yeah you draw like a baby too”

“Shut up you ugly bully!”

“Grow up you stupid losers!!”
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Data source: Over 100K posts from 12 modules



Project overview

Interview youth and
educators to identify 
learners’ needs; prototyping
with NLP models

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3
Develop and deploy the
AI conversational agent
system in the module;
conduct usability testing

A randomized controlled study
to test the effectiveness of the
AI conversational agent system

Participatory design with targeted users – Youth & Educators



AI system design

Participatory design of conversational AI with youth & educators
Translating human insights into algorithm design

Use machine learning to 
build a text classifier to 

identify “teachable moments”

Use human-generated
responses to fine-tune

language generation models

Use human insights to tweak the
conversational agent system

iteratively

Natural language
understanding

Explore learners’ needs
Identify ”teachable moments”

Extract design guidelines

Draft constructive responses 
to shape prosocial behaviors
(design desirable AI outputs)

Decide thresholds for AI
intervention

Design interface for human control

Natural language
generation

Prototyping &
Testing

Human insights

Algorithm design

Participatory design Stage 1 Participatory design Stage 2 Participatory design Stage 3
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AI system design

Model building for Natural language understanding (NLU)

FeelingsObservation

Actions

Empathy mapping for participants’ cyberbullying experience

“I felt threatened and vulnerable”

“They (bystanders) are often afraid 
of retaliation for stepping up”

“ I would 100% stand up for my friend”

“ I don’t want to argue with strangers”

“ I would report to teachers”

“I can’t believe kids will using
those aggressive languages”

“No one helped the victim because
they didn’t want to get in trouble”

Thoughts/Beliefs

“Kids don’t want to report (the bully)
to the teacher because they don’t
want to be snitches”

“I think the adults should model
how to deal with these things
because kids look up to them”

 Interviewed 9 educators and 10 youth

 Identify instructional needs

 Explore effective ways to encourage 
upstanding behaviors and discouraging 
bullying behaviors

 Derive design guidelines from participants’
experience

e.g., Address the learners’ feelings; Simulate the role 
of a supportive peer; Highlight the benefits of being 
an upstander, the consequences of being a bystander;
Use reflective linguistic cues to trigger critical 
reasoning
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AI system design

Natural Language Generation (NLG) Model Building – Why human insights?

Scenario 1 – support victim
Learner: Dylan your drawing looks 
awesome!!
AI: Thank you! I'm glad you like it. 

Scenario 2 – confront bully
Learner: Hope you bullies get caught 
by the teacher!!
AI: I hope so too. Have a great day.

Scenario 3 – bully the bullies
Learner: Grow up you retarded loser!!
AI: I'm sorry if I offended you. Please 
let me know how I can help you.

Scenario 1 – support victim
Learner: Dylan your drawing looks awesome!
Human-enhanced AI: Yes I agree! Dylan is lucky
to have you as a friend!

Scenario 2 – confront bully
Learner: Hope you bullies get caught by the 
teacher!!
Human-enhanced AI: I hope so too! Thank you
for supporting Dylan. You did the right thing!

Scenario 3 – bully the bullies
Learner: Grow up you stupid losers!!
Human-enhanced AI: Dude, that’s rude. Watch
your language please. Not cool to bully others!

+

GPT3 NLG model Human + GPT3
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